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In all of Poe's short stories he attempts to convey "a certain unique or single effect. To truly understand Poe,
one must note the time period in which he wrote. In the story, Montressor narrates the story and feels he has
been wronged by Fortunado and vows for vengeance against him. At the climax of the story, Montresor
shackles Fortunato to a wall and seals him away forever behind brick and mortar. Because of the tragedy. For
fifty years, he tells us, no one has disturbed the peace of this place. Having debt and not being able to provide
food and clothes for himself caused Poe to quit school. Reading example essays works the same way! They
say, revenge is bitter sweet. As they passed deeper into the vaults, the nitre caused Fortunato to cough
constantly, but he was drunkenly determined to continue. Not only do we have a mysterious and chaotic
setting, but now a shrouded figure who we imagine might look like death itselfâ€”a very dark and typically
gothic imag. Very quickly, Montresor uncovered a "quantity of building stone and mortar" and began to "wall
up the entrance. In order to help prove this, I attempted to gather articles mentioning religious imagery within
this piece as well as other Poe works and looked into biographical information so as to have a number of
sources from which to choose. Edgar Allan Poe writes with a unique grotesque inventive style. He states that
his family's coat of arms has on it "a huge human foot d'or [foot of gold], in a field azure; the foot crushes a
serpent rampant whose fangs are imbedded in the heel" and that the family motto is "Nemo me impune
lacessit" No one attacks me with impunity. Montresor complied while wrapping himself in a cloak to make
sure that he would not be recognized. Through his use of language, Poe sets the reader up for the unraveling of
the dark plot. Likewise, Montresor's first words to him were "you are luckily met. It is equally unredressed
when the avenger fails to make himself felt as such to him who has done the wrong. Montresor told Fortunato
that the Amontillado was inside. Accordingly, one evening during carnival time, a time when much frivolity
and celebration would be taking place, Montresor set his fiendish, mad plan into motion with full confidence
that he would never be discovered. Thus, both the motto and the coat of arms imply that the entire Montresor
family history is filled with acts of revenge. The downfall of Fortunato is because he held too much pride
within himself, and Montresor is trying to show him that in a vengeful way Check out our Privacy and Content
Sharing policies for more information. Then there was silence. After all, from what we can glean from the
story, Montresor, in spite of the reputed insults of Fortunato, came from an ancient, perhaps noble family, and
he is also a person of considerable taste in gems, in paintings, in wines, and in other matters , and it is evident
that he possesses considerable intelligence, albeit a type of diabolical intelligence. The protagonist, Fortunato,
is about to find out. Thus, they have progressed to the place of the dead where Fortunato will spend the rest of
his existence â€” ironically, alongside the relatives of a man who hates him with an unbelievable intensity.
What hooks you? First and foremost, in The Cask of Amontillado , Poe uses the need for revenge, as a
significant theme throughout the entire story. The remainder of the story deals with Montresor's methods of
entrapping Fortunato and effecting his revenge upon the unfortunate Fortunato. In his plan to entomb
Fortunato in the Montresor catacombs, he was clever at the right time; his planning was perfect. Did you find
something inaccurate, misleading, abusive, or otherwise problematic in this essay example? Montresor to
desperate measures and did not catch.


